
NOTES
Rainbow rainstorm is a pattern that spans three embroidery 
hoops so it can be displayed in an interesting way on your wall.

The image shows the pattern stitched onto 28 count Zweigart 
linen in Smokey Pearl, but the colours will work on any pale 
coloured linen, evenweave or aida. 

DIMENSIONS
When stitched onto 14 count aida or 28 count linen/evenweave:

Cloud hoop - 13cm x 13cm (displayed in a 6 inch hoop), 69 x 69 
stitches

Rain hoop - 8cm x 9cm (displayed in a 4 inch hoop), 46 x 50 
stitches

Sheltering girl - 8cm x 14cm (displayed in a 6 inch hoop)
46 x 78 stitches
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RAINBOW RAINSTORM
CROSS STITCH PATTERN INSTRUCTIONS

Wash carefully by hand in cool water . If your project has been slightly distorted during stitching 
then gently stretch it back into a square shape by hand whilst damp (it may help to pin it to a cork 
board or similar to help it retain its shape whilst drying). Leave to dry, then use a cool iron to 
press the reverse. 

Visit our website for a complete tutorial on how to paint an embroidery hoop and how frame your 
finished stitching in a hoop if you’d like to present your project as we have.

https://bobostitch.co.uk/pages/crossstitchtutorials

FINISHING
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 BITS  YOU ‘LL  NEED . . .

 tapestry 
needle (size 

24 for aida or 
26 for linen)

thread
(full list 
below)

fabric
 (1 x 7in, 2 x 8in 

squares of 14 count 
aida or 28 count 
linen/evenweave)

sharp
scissors

2 x 6 inch and 
1 x 4 inch
embroidery 

hoop

backing 
fabric

symbol DMC no colour
no of threads 

for x stitch

     

    

    

     

lime green
black

light pink
bright pink

yellow
turquoise

purple
dark blue

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

* stitch over two on linen.

907
310
316
718
444

3846
3746
517

Anchor no

241
403
75
88

290
1089

92
410


